Hollins sends four delegates to the Virginia Intercollegiate Press Association convention in Washington, D. C., this week-end. The new delegates, Secretary Susan Slocum, Miss Alice Porter, Caroline McChesney and Lillian Blevins, is represented by Frances M. Crochet.

Drew Pearson, Washington Merry-Go-Round, and Ervin C. Cash, of the Washington Bureau of the Christian Science Monitor, will be the principal speakers at the thirteenth meeting of the association. The meeting is to be held at the American University.

Over thirty-eight publications from thirty-four colleges and preparatory schools in Virginia and the Carolinas will set staffs to compete for prizes. Newspapers will be judged on the following features: News coverage, writing ability, make-up of the front page, make-up of the page and headlines. Articles will be judged on clarity of theme (general unity of paragraphs), emphasis, technique, and presentation. Papers will be judged on the following aspects: make-up, presentation, type, photojournalism and printing and newspaper code set up by the Printing and Newspaper Code Commission.

Students Desire Neutrality

AUSTIN, TEXAS, Nov. 6—As the nation debates the way to stay out of an European war, what is America's youth thinking and saying about the situation? Scores of personal interviews last week completed the first of this year's polls for the Student Opinion Surveys of America on campuses from coast to coast and found:

1. Students are opposed to changing the neutrality law, mainly because they believe this would involve the U. S.
2. Even if the Allies were in danger of losing to Germany, the U. S. should not send troops to help them.
3. College men volunteered from one out of every ten—say they would not volunteer if England and France were losing and this country went to war.

Scientific Cross-Section Taken

With the cooperation of Hollins Student Life and over a hundred other members of the South and Middle Atlantic States, and from the Surveys from typical students the nation over, making up a scientific cross-section on which are based these students of college thought. Since the method used are exactly those of famous public opinion polls that have shown remarkable accuracy, the Surveys represent an important and a half million American college.

Students Against Revision

While Congressional action was put under way in Washington, interlopers stopped students in halls, libraries, dormitories, asked: "Should the neutrality law be changed so that any country at war could buy war supplies in the United States?"

YES, answered 42 per cent.

NO, answered 58 per cent.

This shows that students do not agree with nationalistic opinion shown by other polls to be in favor of revision. Some persons held that when the question was worded, "...so that England and France as well as other nations could buy war supplies...", the answer would be different. But, the second wording represents what will actually be the practical outcome of the change in law, and the Surveys shows that there is no substantial shifit of student opinion when England and France are mentioned. The answer is still "no." The majority remains against even when all qualified "yes" answers are added above 42.

War Danger Increased by Revision

Undergraduates against the amendment, which political experts are now saying is a certainty, believe danger of getting this country into war will be increased and that the conflict will be prolonged. Those for the more sympathetic with the Allies or want to see the end of Hitlerism. A junior from Greenville, S.C., added, "so that England and France as well as other countries could buy war supplies...". The students against the revision warned that this country will bring war here.

I. R. C. Presents New Procedure

The International Relations Club has announced a new plan for conducting its meetings. At each meeting hereafter, a student chairman will present the topic and guide the discussion. Each member, several student leaders, prepared on the subject, will offer information.

At the next meeting, November 12, the club will discuss the Reconstruction Period after the War. The chairman, Ruth Hannah, aided by five student discussion leaders, will present material dealing with various attempts to establish a peaceful and stable world order through peace conference and pacts, treaties, reparations, naval disarmament and conferences.

November 26 and December 10, the subject—Contemporary World Problems—will be presented by the chairman, Ann Howell, and several chosen new members. The topics will be postwar world politics, social justice, economic nationalism, armaments, minorities and modern warfare, and minorities and refugees.
Parade of Opinion

Under the Dome

POLITICS

Although the facts of the eye are of the European war, many of the important political developments at the current political situation, and not the least important of these, are those developments which are taking place in this country. The national party political activity is still right on the American scene, and there is a great deal of speculation as to what will happen in the immediate future.

Our students will publish in "The College View," the weekly opinion of the college, and will be published next week. The editors are free to offer they can better America! If has created.

The power of vote, and our influence among our fellows to the ends we have chance for our own, and not throw...
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Seniors Rally and Defeat Juniors, Putting Sophomores in Running

By Caroline McCloskey

This is a hockey season of surprises certainly, and the upset of the junior team by the senior team is one of the bigger events. With the juniors all ready for the championship, with one more game to go, they lost to a hard-fighting senior team by the score of 2 to 1. The winning goal came within the last few minutes of play. It was an exciting game more than anything else. The senior back line fought with a vigor which held off the juniors. the latter did not come through with the hockey they had exhibited in former games. The junior forward line was weakened by the loss of Cauble, center forward, and Naughton. The freshman-sohomore game was one of the best exhibitions of good hockey we have seen this year. The sophomores rushed the freshmen and played offensive hockey most of the time. The final score was 6 to 2 does not tell of the good hockey played on both sides. Rohner led the attack for the sophomores, while on the freshmen team Betz and playing center half, at times held off advances almost single handed. There is one more class hockey game left to play which will give either the juniors or the sophomores the championship. This game will be played Monday, December 14th.